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This invention relates to sighting targets for 
mining operations. 

It is an object of the invention to provide a 
sighting target which is easily manipulated, and 
when not in use the strings or cable supports for 
said target are retracted within the target where 
by the same may be carried about or stored as de 
sired. ' 

Another object of the invention is to provide a 
compact sighting target which comprises a hollow 
cylindrical casing in which is wound a ?exible , 
tape, or string for supporting the target, and 
which flexible cable is controlled by a releasable 
ratchet and spring means within the target. 
In mining operations it is important that the 

tunnels or drifts be extended in a straight line 
and to accomplish this end two plumb lines car 
rying sighting targets are suspended from the 
ceiling of the tunnel or drift near its entrance 
and when it is desired to determine the direction 
of the tunnel by the miner, it is only necessary 
for him to sight back at the entrance of the tun 
nel and align a sighting target, which may be 
suspended from the ceiling of the tunnel adjacent 
where he is working and move the same into 
proper alignment with the plumb line targets near 
the entrance of the tunnel. Conventional sight 
ing targets which have been used and comprising 
a ring of metal carried on a string having hooks 
on the outer ends of the string for fastening the 
same to the wall or ceiling of the tunnel have been 
inconvenient to use because of the tendency of 
the string and hooks to become entangled so 
that much time is wasted in preparing the tar 
gets for use. The present invention overcomes 
these di?iculties and provides a novel and readily 
operable sighting target. 
These, together with various ancillary objects, 

features and advantages of this invention, which 
will later become more apparent as the following 
description proceeds, are attained in the present 
invention, a preferred embodiment of which has 
been illustrated, by way of example only, in the 
accompanying drawings wherein: 
Figure 1 is a sighting target constructed in ac 

cordance with the present invention and shown 
supported in sighting position from the ceiling of 
a tunnel; 
Figure 2 shows the sighting target illustrated in 

Figure 1 on a somewhat larger scale and wherein 
the supporting strings are retracted and enclosed 
in the target; 
Figure 3 is a fragmentary detail sectional view 

on an enlarged scale illustrating the manner of at 
taching the strap to the string or supporting cord 
member for the target; 
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Figure 4 is a plan view of the target with the 

cover removed and showing the outer casing por 
tion in section; and » 
Figure 5 is a cross sectional view taken on the 

line 5-5 of Figure 4 and looking in the direction 
of the arrows. 
Referring now more particularly to the draw 

ings, wherein like reference characters refer to 
like parts throughout the several views, the nu 
meral 10 indicates generally a sighting target 

> constructed in accordance with this invention and 
which comprises a cylindrical housing or casing 
12. The cylindrical casing I2 is provided with a 
complementary cylindrical cover member I4 
which is suitably ?tted thereon and retained by 

‘ cap screw It. This cap screw is threaded onto 
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the end of an internally threaded sleeve 18 which 
extends centrally through the casing l2 and hous 
ing Ill, being suitably secured to the casing [2 by 
means of a nut 20 threaded on the outer end ad 
jacent the housing, as shown in Figure 5. 
Arranged within the casing i2 and suitably 

journaled on the sleeve i8 is an open-ended drum 
22 in which is coiled a motor spirng 24, the inner 
end of the spring being secured to the sleeve l8 
and the outer end to the drum 22, as by means of 
a rivet 26. The drum 22 preferably is made of 
a lightweight material such as a moldable plastic 
resin or lightweight metal, and has mounted on 
one end a disk 23 having a central aperture for 
receiving the sleeve Hi, the disk 28 ‘being provided 
with a clutch element comprising a central boss 
32 which is provided with notches 34 which are 

- diametrically disposed therearound. For ?xedly 
securing the disk member 28 to the drum 22, a 
retaining ring member 36 is secured to the face 
of the drum 22 as by means of the cap screws 40. 
The drum 22 comprises a U-shaped periphery 

for receiving a cord or string 44 for supporting 
the target l2, and which string is arrange to be 
wound around the periphery of the drum as illus 
trated in Figure 5. The string lid- is arranged to 
pass through a looped strap 46 which is suitably 
fastened to the periphery of the drum, as by be 
ing passed around a portion of the hollow drum, 
as at 48, being arranged to pass through the aper 
tures 50 provided in the face of the drum as il 
lustrated in Figure 3. 
The outer ends of the string 44 are provided 

with hooks 54 which are arranged to engage in 
the eye portion 58 of a pin 58 which is adapted 
to be driven into the ceiling of a tunnel, a por 
tion of which is shown at 60 in Figure 1. 
For locking the spring 24 so as to prevent its 

being operated to rewind the string 44 and strap 
46 on the drum 22, a pin or plunger 64 is ar 
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ranged within the sleeve 18 and which is pro 
vided with a substantially ?at spring providing 
laterally extending arms 68 on the inner end, 
the arms 66 being movable vertically relative to 
the sleeve 18 through the vertically disposed slots 
68 in the sleeve l8. A coil spring 68’ is arranged 
in the sleeve (8 and is arranged to abut against 
the innenend of the- cap screwl? and impinge 
against the inner-‘endi‘of the pin“ 64 ‘to urge it 
outwardly so as to engage the arms 65 in the 
notches 34 in the clutch element 32. 

in 

10 
Thus, by. - 

pressing the pin 64 inwardly, the arms 66 are re-‘ ‘ 
leased from the notches 311 so as to permit'?ithe 7' 
motor spring 24 to react and cause the With 
drawing or rewinding of the strap'lit and‘ string 
‘i4 onto the drum 22. 
An opening 'H] in the casing I2 is provided for 

passage of the string 44 and looped strap-4", 
and an additional aperture 72 is provided in the 
casing’li to accommodate the-hooks‘ Ease that 
the sa'mecan be engaged in the aperture?! :Zv upon 
rewinding the string 44 onto the drunii after use‘; 
In this way the h'ooks?t canilbe readily grasped‘ 
duringwithdrawal-10f the‘ string "for 'usaof the‘, 
sighting target. 
From the'foregoingE description ‘aindFTaccoia 

panying drawings,‘ it is- believed'the construction, 
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operationand advantages of the’ invention will, , _‘ 
be readily understoodv by thoseskilled in the, art." 
Minor‘ changes; ‘ omissions and: isubstitutions may 
be made‘in' the detailsv of construction illustrated 
and déscribe'd,'- vand such; as is- understood to fall 
within‘ the‘scope 'of theTTinvention as' particu-\ 
larly pointed out i in the? appended: claims. 
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Having‘? described‘i'ithe zinve'ntio‘n, what is 35 

1. A sighting‘ target (‘comprising-Ia casing,‘ a 
drum rotatable? in said‘ casing,ia. ?exible loop 
connected'to said drum, and-windable v‘thereon, a 

4 
suspension string slidable through the loop, 
means on the ends of the suspension string for 
securing same to a support, and means for actu 
ating the drum for winding the loop and the 
suspension string thereon. 

2. A sighting target comprising a cylindrical 
casing, a sleeve extending centrally through the 
casing-and having longitudinal slots in one end 
portion, alheaded' retaining'screw threaded into 
the slotted end portion of the sleeve, a retaining 
nut threaded on the other end portion of said 
sleeve, a drum rotatable 0n the sleeve, a suspen 
sion‘ string connected to said drum for winding 
thereon, a string connected to the drum for actu 
ating'same'for Winding the string, a disk on one 
endilof the drum,v a retaining ring for said disk 
on said one end of said drum, a notched clutch 
element on the disk, a plunger slidable in the 
sleeve and projecting from said other end there 
of for'm'an'ual actuation in one direction, a sub 
stantially ?at spring on the plunger‘, operable in‘ 
the-‘slots ‘and engageable With the clutch ele 
ment for releasably se'curinig‘the :drur'ri against 
rotation by ‘the ?rst named spring, and a coil 
springv the sleeve’between the‘ screw and ‘the’ 
plunger ‘for actuating said plunger in the oppo 
site direction for engaging the second named‘ 
spring with the clutch‘ element. ‘ 
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